
Well SS 25 
(Standard Sesnon 25) 

Aliso Canyon Field 
Southern California Gas Company 

Los Angeles County, CA 

Blowout 
“Uncontrolled flow of gas, oil or other well fluids 

from a well” 



Disclaimers 
 
I work for Denbury as an engineer. 
 
Opinions today are strictly my own and are not reflective of anything Denbury. 
 
Denbury is not involved in this situation in any way. 
 
All data was captured from public sources so there is nothing proprietary included here. 
 
This presentation and commentary reflect only the thoughts of the presenter, and in no 
way represent or reflect upon his employer. 

WHY??? 
This started as a safety “moment” for a meeting and grew into something more . . . .  



“spewed” 
 
  “gushed uncontrollably”  
 
   “intermittent stench” 
 
 
 

Introduction 
 
What happened? 
 
Aftermath 



Well SS25 
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Classic case of “It’s all good . . . .”  
 

until it’s not . . . . 



Aliso Canyon  
Natural Gas Storage Facility 

1) Two-mile long depleted oil reserve 
2) Largest natural gas storage operation 

A. In California 
B. West of the Mississippi River 

3) Fourth largest natural gas storage 
operation in the country 

4) Each fall:  filled with 86 BCF of natural gas 
A. Purchase inexpensive gas from 

around the country 
B. Run power plants 
C. Heat homes in Los Angeles during 

the winter 
D. Power plants also use the gas to 

generate electricity on days of  peak 
demand like during summer heat 
waves 
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From Science magazine website 

Santa Susana Mountains north of Los Angeles; northern part of San Fernando Valley in LA County 



Dallas 
Cowboys 
training camp 
starts 
Saturday in 
Oxnard 



Aliso Canyon 
3600 acres 

86 BCF capacity 
115 wells 

SS-25 



• Well was drilled in 1953 (63 years ago) 
– Tide Water Associated Oil Company 

• J. Paul Getty company 
– Was on gas lift from inception 

• Converted from gas lift oil well to gas storage well 
in 1973 

• Last workover performed in 1979 (37 yrs ago) 
– The year I graduated from high school 

• Original tree was (is) still on well? 
– Only one valve in main run 

• Now operated by Southern California Gas Co. 
– A subsidiary of Sempra Energy 

 

10/23/15   Well SS-25 is discovered to be leaking methane at the surface 



• “initially had a safety valve, 
which was removed in 1979 as it 
was old and leaking” 

• Because the well was not 
considered "critical, that is, one 
within 100 feet of a road or a 
park, or within 300 feet of a 
home", the valve was merely 
removed and not replaced 

???? 

Burst rating of 7” 23# J-55 casing = 4360 psi 



3600 / 8600 = 0.42 psi/ft 



2-7/8” cross-
sectional area = 

4.7 sq in 

Annular cross-sectional area 
between 2-7/8” tubing and 7” 

casing = 24.7 sq in (5X) 

One reason for the 
casing failure may 
have been gas flow 
not just through the 
tubing, but also 
through the casing 
"in order to meet the 
demand of a 
customer“  

Not sure how they 
actually used the 
annulus for 
production . . . . 



COILED TUBING 





• Methane gas had been leaking since Oct. 23 
• "We think it's probably leaking above the thousand-foot level," Gas Co. 

spokeswoman Melissa Bailey said Monday (surface casing shoe at 990’) 
• She added utility workers will continue to drill (relief well) to the well's bottom, 

where they'll plug it. That work could take until March (early estimate). 

Coiled tubing operations; pre-crater 





11/8/15 Completion Profile Analysis (Gamma Ray; Pressure/Temperature 
Combo; Induction Collar Locator; Fluid Density; Fluid Dielectric; Spinner Flowmeter) 

The log was depth correlated to a supplied gamma ray which only cover a short interval of the bottom of the log. The 
depth correlation up around the surface leak area could be off depth but should be relatively close. If a complete 
pipe record was available additional depth correlation checks could be conducted. 

???? 



What they were trying to do: 
• Pump heavy mud down tubing 
• Push gas back into formation 
• Fill wellbore with liquid 
• Heavy enough column to keep gas from 

flowing 
 

• Path of least resistance was not down into 
the formation, but rather out the 
production casing and into the ground 

• Circulated thru built in device? 
• Circulated thru hole in tubing? 

• Seems more likely 



Tubing-casing annulus is usually filled 
with water-based fluid designed to 
minimize corrosion.  The tubing-casing 
annulus in this well has never been 
filled with anything but methane, for 
63 years (I think). 

A leak below 990’ means a hole in the 
production casing. 
 
A leak above 990’ means a hole in the 
production casing AND a hole in the 
surface casing. 



• A Texas well control company (Boots & Coots) was attempting to plug a suspected 
hole in the 7-inch well casing by pumping it with increasingly heavier slurries of 
mud 

• The mud was pushed against pressurized gas in the well, and the slurry began to 
find its own escape routes, gouging out a growing hole around the well 

• During one of those attempts Nov. 13, a hole in the ground opened 20 feet north 
of the well 

• Gas that had seeped through diffuse rock fissures on the western side of the 
narrow ridge began streaming instead from the new vent 

• "A large column of gas, aerated mud, and rock formed a geyser around the 
wellhead,“ 

• "Mud brine also began to flow from around the wellhead fissures" 
• The vent allowed a "serious amount of gas" to escape, at which point the state 

began requiring a state regulatory official to be at the site every day 
• Three more efforts to plug the well were made in November, with increasing 

amounts of backwash and scouring along the wellhead itself that left the well 
jutting out of a deep hole, without surface support 





Well SS25 crater around wellhead 

• “site and wellhead were made more unstable by the gas company's attempts to stop the leak by pumping a slurry directly into the well” 
• “The last of those efforts, which stretched over several days beginning Dec. 22, expanded a crater around the wellhead, state and gas 

company officials said” 
• “The crater is now 25 feet deep, 80 feet long and 30 feet wide, those officials said.” 
• “ The wellhead sits exposed within the cavernous space, held in place with cables attached after it wobbled during the plugging attempt” 
• “The well pipe and its control valves are exposed and unsupported within that hole, atop a deep field of pressurized gas” 



Two relief wells were conceived.  
Second well was insurance policy 
against first well not reaching target. 

2/11/16 First relief well allowed 
killing gas flow with mud. 
 
2/18/16 First relief well allowed 
permanently abandoning original 
well with cement. 

RELIEF WELLS 



Porter 39A Relief Well #1 got the job done. 

Porter Sesnon 20A Relief Well #2 has no public records; no idea how far it got. 
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Aliso Canyon 
3600 acres 

86 BCF capacity 
115 wells 

SS-25 Relief well 1 

Relief well 2 



7” casing shoe = 8585’ 



7” casing shoe = 8585’ 



1) Temperature log/test:  no leak of gas around cement seal. 
2) Noise log/test:  no sound of moving gas. 
3) Fluid level monitoring:  fluid in tubing not leaking past the cement. 
4) Cement bond test/log:  completely bonded between those two metal barriers. 
5) Positive pressure test:  perforated 4 holes in tubing below top of cement. 
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Google Earth Imagery Date is 2/8/16 for this 

area, which is three days before  
Relief Well #1 was able to kill Well SS-25. 

 
 1) Well SS-25 
 2) Relief Well #1 
 3) Relief Well #2 
 4) Porter Ranch neighborhood 



In the neighborhood of 5 BCF was released to atmosphere? 
5000 MMCF / 120 days = 42 MMCFD average??? 

This graph actually appears to be short by 3-4 weeks!!! 
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Real-time pressure 
monitoring 

Ixnay on tubing-
casing annulus use 

Stringent testing on 
downhole devices 

More paperwork! 



Aliso Canyon 
3600 acres 

86 BCF capacity 
115 wells 

SS-25 Relief well 1 

Relief well 2 

SS 1-21 

Well SS 1-21, another 1953-vintage well in Aliso Gas Storage facility, operated by 
Crimson Resource Management, was found to be “leaking” on 4/16/16.  Bad timing. 



The End 
 

Thanks for coming today 
 

Smoke ‘em if you got ‘em (any questions?) 
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